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Vocabulary Quiz #l "Our Evolving Language"

d r. Typical of informal language usage: conversational

U Z. A word formed from the first letter of each word in a series

E-l Extremely small, tiny; a nickname indicating affection

Part l: Match the appropriate definition with the word on the right. (zOpts)
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- I 8. A comical switching of the first sounds of words

L ;. A word/expression spelled the same backward and forward

( t0. The invention of new words; an invented word or phrase j. spoonerism f

Part ll: Write the conect vocabulary word from the list above in the following sentences. You

must spell the word correctly for full credit. (20 pts)

ll. To be able to park in the AHS lot, you must n# 6 r X your parking sticker

to your window.

12. 'Washington is raising taxes' is an example ef Aat $fln ilrfll r/ .

13. Slanguage is a good example of a PA t { rw & fY # a', ;l :* 6f C::

t+.111q|'t g t n, ,li tt fi Chihuahua had a bark bigger than a pit bull's.

15.Coogleisanotherrecent f fi" A *#
16. Jumbo shrimp'is a(n) Ou V f''T'af gh
17. AHS is a(n) Q C ln nx/ 't't for Albuquerque High School.

t8. one Fa t,' n { r aP' tl is RACECAR.

19. 'lt is kisstomary to cuss the bride' is an examp P of I P *FTff i (fi
20. ln the hallways, you hear many t f,l I fs\t,t'cl { phrases like, "What's up?" and

"Where you at?"
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4. An expression that contains contradictory terms

5. A word formed by combining sounds and meanings of two words

6. To attach something

7. A figure of speech that substitutes a word with an associated word

that was added to the dictionary.
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